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The information that makes something unique
Credentials and Authentication:

Establishing Digital Trust and Assurance
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Higher Retention Rates
Consumer engagement drives higher loyalty and LTV

Stronger Brand
Quality service drives brand recommendations

Higher Share of Wallet
Engaged consumers buy additional products

Differentiation
Superior consumer experience is a key differentiator

Enterprises require a **single persistent view** of the customer and device in order to provide an intelligent, secure, insightful relationship.

*Source: Forrester, How To Engage Your Omni-Channel Consumer: Brand Engagement The Consumer Way, November 2012*
Digital Identity Transformation
Connecting Old and New Systems for Customer Engagement and Omni-channel
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Portals, applications, web services, API’s
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Improve Experience and Security between users, vehicles, clouds and other connected devices
Improve Experience and Security between users, vehicles, clouds and other connected devices
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